CORPORATE OVERVIEW
We are a diversity and inclusion consulting practice. Our clients retain us to develop strategies, programs, and initiatives to engage, train, or support diverse groups and inclusive culture.

PARTIAL CLIENT LIST

SERVICES
- Diversity & Inclusion
- Race Relations
- Managing Diverse Talent
- Multicultural/Influencer Marketing
- Supplier Development for WOC

DIFFERENTIATORS
- Experts in diversity engagement
- Experts in mobilizing women
- Authority in workplace trust
- Certified ICF Coaches
- Certified in Kolbe, DISC, Strength Finders

VALUE
- Increase employee engagement and productivity
- Reduce the risk of turnover and loss of quality talent
- Minimize HR complaints and potential lawsuits
- Amplify organizational and leadership capability
- Manage perception and increase stakeholder value

EXPERIENCE
1. Developed Workplace Crisis Wellness Program after post-September 11th terrorists attacks.
2. Designed crisis prevention coaching (CPR) method for executives in high-risk transition
3. Designed and delivered engagement programing for women of color business owners
4. Established online/virtual training campus for workforce professional development training
5. Created Cultural Immersion for C-Suite leaders uncomfortable to comfortable conversations

HIGHLIGHTS
- Retained by Working Mother Media to design and deliver content on Workplace Trust for the Multicultural Women’s Conference
- Moderated “The State of Diversity” at the National Urban League Annual Conference
- Delivered the first engagement initiative for an underserved untapped diverse segment group
- Successfully delivered the first millennial engagement initiative which become known as “The Gold Standard” model for engagement.
- Named Top 25 Leading Women Entrepreneurs and 25 Black Women Influentials
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